
32 IMMUNITY REACTION

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE " IM1MUNITY REACTION"
FOLLOWING VACCINATION AGAINST SMA,LPOX

Note presented by Dr. Melville Mackenzie,
Representative from the United Kingdom on the Interim Commission'.

The entire absence of any local reaction at inspection on the
third day and later on the occasion of a first attempt at revaccination
should not be recorded as " insusceptible to revaccination " or as
" complete immunity ". It should be regarded as an indication
for at least one further attempt with a fresh lymph and a check
on the method of lymph storage. A similar result having been
obtained on a second occasion it would be reasonable to record
"no local reaction to revaccination (repeated) ".
A local reaction reaching maximum size on the second or third

day and accompanied by elevation and itchiness of the site but
without a vesicle is commonly recorded as " reaction of immunity ",
but this is unwarranted because the lymph used may have been so
weakened by time, temperature or other causes, that it was unable
to go on to produce the more marked (vaccinoid or vaccinal) reaction
which would have been caused in the same person by a lymph of
full strength; it is also possible that such a reaction may have
been due to the sensitivity of the individual to protein or other
substances in the lymph and that it was not a response to the virus
of vaccinia. It is preferable therefore to record this type of reaction
merely as " maximum local reaction (non-vesicular) on 2nd/3rd day ",
and if there be any doubt concerning the potency of the lymph
used to make one further attempt at revaccination with a fresh
lymph.

When the local reaction reaches a maximum size between three
and seven days after insertion and there is some degree of vesicle
formation, it is justifiable to record the result as an " accelerated "
or "vaccinoid " reaction (vesicular) and to assume that the subject
initially retained only a partial degree of the immunity to smallpox
conferred by previous vaccination.

When the local reaction reaches a maximum size after the
seventh day and there is marked vesicle formation the result may
be recorded as " typical (primary) vaccinia " and it can be assumed
that the immunity against smallpox conferred by previous vaccin-
ation had become negligible at the time of revaccination.

1 The text expresses not the personal views of Dr. Melville MACKE1ziE, but
those communicated by him on behalf of his Government.


